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1 OUTLINE OF PHONEMES

1.1 Consonants

Pre-Alveolar Alveolar Post-Alveolar
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The oral vowels have contrast between high, mid, and low front

and back tongue positions; and between front high, midland low

positions; and back high, mid, and low positions. All oral vowels

contrast with nasalized counterparts,.

1.3 Supra- segmental Phonemes

There is contrast between oral and nasal vowels in all vowel

positions. Nasalization is indicated by /v/.

Stress is contrastive and is marked by /V preceding the stressed

syllable.

2 DESCRIPTION OF PHONEMES

2.1 Consonants

2.1.1 Phonetic Work Chart

Bilabial Labio-Dental Alveolaf Alveo- Velar Glottal
Palatal

vl.
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2.1.2 Phonetic description of the pho^nemes and distribution of the

allophones

Phoneme Allophone Description and Distribution

/b/ [b] Voiced bilabial stop. Occurs

word initial and medial.

[»bibi] /'bibi/ 'things*

[ 'ibulu] / 'ibulu/ *knee*

I sj'yaho 1 /sj 'yabo/ * death adder*

/t/ [t] Voiceless alveolar stop. Occurs

word initial and medial,

[•tali] /'tali/ 'bow»

[bo » tolo] /bo ' tolo/ 'bottle

'

['koti]^ /'koti/ 'cotton thread'

See p. 104 regarding the n

neutralization of voiceless stops.

/d/ [d] Voiced alveolar stop. Occurs word

initial and medial,

['dibi] /'dibi/ 'leaf

[goMome] /go*dome/ 'frog (type)'

[fo'da] /fo'da/ 'to climb'

/k/ [k] Voiceless velar stop. Occurs word

initial and medial,

['kida] /'kida/ 'mat'

[ 'wokus jyo] / 'wokusayo/ 'rat (type)

'

[to'w^a] /to'waka/ 'shoes'

/g/ [g] Voiced velar stop. Occurs word

initial and medial.

[
'
gul i ] /

'
gul i/ ' comb

'

[i'gewo] /i'gewo/ 'sago (type)

'

[ti'gai] /ti'gai/ 'weed (type)'
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Phoneme

HI

/s/

Allophone

[f]

[ll

Description and Distribution

Voiceless labio-dental fricative.

Occurs word initial and medial,

[•fisi] /'fisi/ 'kindling'

[fo*fama] /fo*fama/ 'platform*

['sofo] /'snfo/ 'dOK*

Voiceless fronted alveolar fricative.

Occurs word initial and medial Duly

before high vowels.

['^ig^] /*sigo/ 'bird (generic)*

[o'^ulo] /o'sulo/ 'tree (type)

'

[*dasi] /'dasi/ 'tare (type)'

/s/ [s]

/h/

/m/

[h]

[m]

Voiceless alveolar fricative.

Occurs word initial and medial

before mid and low vowels.

[
* seme] / ' seme/ ' fish (ty^^e) '

[do'sobu] /do'sobu/ 'ash'

["yomo'sa]* /"yomo'sa/ 'by himself

Voiceless glottal fricative. Occurs

word initial and medial.

['hobe] /'hobe/ 'lung'

[sa'halo] /sa'halo/ 'bird (type)

'

['dihoi] /'dihoi/ 'bush knife'

Voiced bilabial nasal. Occurs

word initial and medial,

['misi] /'misi/ 'tree (type)'

["somo'ge] /"somo'ge/ 'turtle'

[so'ma] /so'ma/ 'snake (type)'
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Phoneme Allophone Description and Distribution

/!/ [n] Voiced nlveolar nasal. Occurs

word initial and morpheme medial

when surrounded by nasalized vocoids.

Is in free fluctuation with [1]

word medially across morpheme

boundaries when preceded or

followed by a nasal vocoid.

['ne] /*le/ '2nd sing. poss.

*

['nawi] /»lawi/ *wallaby'

['nonil /*loli/ 'namesake*

['mini] /'mili/ *nose'

['bono] /»bolo/ »fat'

[*ma-na]*s^ [*raa-la] /*mala/ *to put'

[ 'i-niyo] ^vi [*i-liyo] /'iliyo/

going'

['fe-ne]/>.[»fe-le] /'fele/ 'at the

edge"

[1] Voiced alveolar lateral. Occurs

word medial in the environment of

oral vocoids or only one nasal

vocoid.

['ala] /'ala/ '1st dual'

[*uli] /'uli/ 'hole in ground'

['bolo] /'bolo/ 'and'

['mala] /'mala/ 'younger sibling'

['milo] /'milo/ 'roof cap'

/w/ [w] Voiced bilabial continuant. Occurs

word initial and medial.

[ 'wase] / 'wase/ 'tree (type)

'

I'konwo] /'konwc/ 'rat (type)'

[ki'wo] /ki'wo/ 'tree (type)'
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Phoneme Allophone Description and Distribution

/// [y] "Voiced alveo-palatal continuant..

Occurs word initial and medial,

[»yo] /*yo/ *sago bag*

[*ayo] /*ayo/ 'authority person*

[ko*yabi] /ko'yabi/ * cassowary*

2.1.3 Contrastivo sets of consonant phonemes

There are throe omic points of articulation in Samo, bilabial

(prc-alveolar) , alveolar, and velar (post-alveolar) * The stops

/b,t,d,k,g/ can be divided into two subsets based upon the presence

or absence of voicing. Stops contrast word initially and word

medially.

Initial

/*babo/ 'mother*s brother'

/ • tab:^/ ' extracted *

/ 'dabo/ 'dug*

/'kabo/ *cut (past)

*

/ * gabo/ * gathered *

Medial

/*bibi/ *things*

/'huti/ 'name'

/'kudi/ 'inside'

/'fiki/ 'pick axe'

/*gigi/ 'stone club*

All fricatives /f, s, h/ are voiceless and contrast word

initially and word medially.

Initial Medial

/*fabo/ 'bore fruit'

/'sabo/ 'put into*

/'habo/ 'cut down'

/ *dofai/ ' Intel li gent

'

/"sobo*sai/ *old woman*

/da'hai/ 'smoke*
t 1 1.

Liquids /m, 1/ contrast word initially and medially

Initial Medial

/ *umi//'mabo/ *put down'

/*labo/ 'ate*

'flat'

/'uli/ 'hole in ground'
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The continuants /w, y/ contrast initially and inedi"ally.

Initial Medial

/•wase/ »tree (type)

'

/*dawo/ *sago (type)

/ 'yase/ 'stone (type)

*

/*tayo/ * shadow/ reflect ion'

The pre-alveolar consonants /b, f, ip, w/ all contrast word

initially and medially.

Initial Medial

/*boge/ 'pearl shell* /sD*yabe/ 'death adder*

/'fosi/ ^poison root' /*hafe/ 'tree (type)*

/ 'mobu/ *sago (t>7>c) *

/ 'wame/ 'tree (type) '

/*WDli/ 'large lizard' /to'we/ *fish (type)*

The alveolar consonants /t, d, s, 1, y/ all contrast word

initially and medially.

Initial Medial

/'tele/ *flea* /"howo'to/ »work'

/*dele/ 'under-brush' / 'edo/ 'tree (type)

*

/*sela/ 'to sew' /'oso/ 'man*

/le*la/ *to give' /'ilo/ '2nd dual focus'

/*ye/ '3rd sing, subj .

'

/*ayo/ 'blood'

The post-alveolar consonants /k, g, h/ all contrast word

initially and medially.

Initial Medial

/'kisi/ 'weeds (generic)

'

/to'waka/ 'shoes*

/gi'sai/ * adolescent

'

/"daga*li/ 'chest bands'

/*hisi/ 'bird (type)' /sa'halo/ 'bird (type)'

2.1.4 Neutralization of word medial voiceless stops

Voiceless medial stops are infrequent in Samo. No bilabial

voiceless stop exists and across morpheme boundaries free fluctuation

between voicing and voicelessness occurs.
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(i-*di-la) '^ Ci-'ti-la) 'cause to go/send*

(•bili-*gibi) ^ ('bill- 'kibi-T 'chest'

('debe- 'gigu) ^^^ (*debe- *kigo) 'finger nail'

IVhen a word beginning with an initial voiceless stop combines

with another word to form a new word, the voiceless stop sometimes

becomes voiced if placed medially,

/'towo/ 'animal fur'

/o'dowo/ 'human hair'

In this case, the initial (of is probably derived from / Ui^o/

'man*. In a neighboring dialect /'o/ is the word for 'man', /o'dowo/

then, is a compound word and the result is much the same as across

morpheme boundaries above. In this case, however, voicing has

completely replaced voicelessness, possibly showing a direction of

phonetic change in the language. Therefore in Samo, voiceless stops

occur primarily across morpheme boundaries or in borrowed words.

/bo'tolo/ 'bottle'

/"fiki ' sa/ 'picture/camera'

/ta ' 1 aka/ ' truck/car

'

The near absence of medial voiceless stops in Samo, and their

neutralization with voiced stops when they do occur, reflects the

dialect variation on the Strickland Plain. The lack of a bilabial

voiceless stop places Samo centrally between the dialect to the south

which has no voiceless stops, and the dialect to the northeast which

has /p, t, k/ as counter-parts to the voiced stops at the same points

of articulation.
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Vowels

, 1 Phonetic work chart
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Phoneme Allophone Description and Distribution

/u/ [u] High close rounded retroflexed vocoid. Occurs

word initial and medial as the first element

of a complex vocoid sequence witli stress on

the second element of the syllable nucleus.

[*up] /*uo/ ^Strickland River*

[*kui] /*kui/ * adolescent male'

[o*^abo] /o*uabo/ ^butterfly*

[»buo] /'buo/ »sit'

[u] High close rounded vocoid. Occurs word initial,

medial and final

.

[*ugo] /'ugo/ 'tree (type)'

['busi] /Mhjst/ 'pitpi t (type) »

[to'bu] /to'bu/ 'bird (type)'

/o/ [o] Mid close back rounded vocoid. Occurs word

initial, medial and final.

[*oso] /*oso/ 'man*

[so'mo] /so'mo/ *rat (type)*

[*tugo] /*tugo/ 'banana (type)'

/o/ [a] Low open central slightly fronted unrounded

vocoid. Occurs only morpheme final, word

medial in an unstressed syllabic v.-hich becomes

stressed due to the addition of an unstressed

suffix or clitic,

['nabo + ba] -^ [na'baba] /la'boba/ 'did you
cat?7 »

['boyo + mo] -*- [bo'yamo] /bo'yomo/ 'to the pig'

['sobo + be] -* [so'babe] /so'bobe/ *the woman's'
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Phoneme Allophone Description and Distribution

[o] Low close back rounded vocoid. Occurs word

initial, medial and final.

[ 'oli] / 'oli/ 'tomorrow/ yesterday*

[*dofi] -/'dofi/ *hot*

[*kiwo] /'kiwo/ 'tree (type)

'

2.2.3 Contrast ive sets of oral vowel phonemes

The six oral vowel phonemes in Samo are differentiated as to

front and back and high, mid, and low tongue positions. They

contrast word initially, medially, and finally.

Initial Medial Final

/•ili/
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However, the degree of neutralization varies between speakers,

and when said slowly the true phonetic quality becomes apparent.

Therefore, orly the true phonetic quality has been written in all

words included in this paper.

2.3 Supra-segmental phonemes

2.3.1 Nasalization

There are nasal counterparts for all the oral vowel phonemes,

/i/ contrasts with /i/

[*ili] /'ili/ »3rd. dual obj .

•

['ino] /*ilo/ 'bird (type)'

["obi 'site] /"obi 'site/ 'red*

[bu'^ite] /bu'site/ 'black'

['dofi] /'dofi/ 'hot»

["oni»fi] /"oli»fi/ 'bile*

/e/ contrasts with /j/

[e'do] /e'do/ 'tree (type)'

[e'da] /e'da/ 'to shoot*

[ke'daj /ke'da/ 'to lie down'

[ke'na] /ke'la/ 'to scrape'

['boge] /'boge/ 'pearl shell*

[ko'ge] /ko'g^/ 'taro (type)'

/a/ contrasts with /a/

[*ala] /*ala/ 'harvest taro'

['ana] /'ala/ *pull weeds'

[*sabo] /*sabo/ 'put into'

[ ' sabo] / * s^bo/ ' ginger'

['koya] /'koya/ 'from there'

["ob^'ya] /"^be'ya/ 'nose piece'
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/u/ contrasts with /u/

'uli] /'uli/ *hole in ground'

'uni] /*uli/ 'bird (type)

'

'hula] /'hula/ 7to clear ground*

'hula] /'hula/ 'to marry'

*g^gu] /'g^gu/ 'brace of arm band'

^^'guJ /ko'gu/ 'fern (type)'

/o/ contrasts with /o/

'ogo] /*ogo/ 'betel nut mixture'

f'ogo] /*ogo/ 'stone club'

[•^fofo'de] /"fofo'de/ 'fast'

[o'fona] /o'fola/ 'to sew'

'ho] /'ho/ 'thumb*

['ho] /*hG/ 'water'

/o/ contrasts with /o/

'o] /'o/ 'burned resin'

['o] /'o/ 'yes*

'oyo] /'oyo/ 'native beer'

'oyol /'oyo/ 'older brother*

*g3g^ /'gogo/ 'fish scales'

*g^g^] /*g^g^/ *cowrie shells'
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2.3.2 Stress

Stress is composed of a slightly longer syllable nucleus,

somewhat higher pitch, and a greater intensity. Stress operates at

all phonetic levels of the language. Phrase, sentence, paragraph, and

discourse stress patterns exist in Samo and are largely dependent upon

the type of information contained in them. Statements vary from

questions, conversation from narrative, command from explanation,

sympathy from anger, and so on. However, we have not analyzed the

higher phonological levels sufficiently to include a detailed

description here.

The length of time taken to say a word of three or more syllables

approximates that taken for two syllable words. Thus the longer the

word, the faster the speed with which each syllable is spoken. This

has the effect of making each stressed syllable slightly more lenis

than the previous stressed syllable.

2.3.2.1 Syllable stress

At the syllable level, there is stress variation within the

syllable nucleus. In syllables with complex vocoid sequences, the

stress may be on either the first or second element of the sequence

(c.f. p. 115).

[»woi] »old»

[•woi] *tree (type)*

[ko'gau] * garden'

[ko*gau] *tree (type)*

['kuedo] * tired*

These syllables containing complex vocoid sequences may, however,

be stressed or unstressed in the context of a word.

[*u9uo/ 'bird (type)'

[*houa/ *taro (generic)*

[ho'gai/ 'bush spirit'
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2.3.2.2. Word Stress

Stress is contrastive, falling on either the first or second

syllable and other syllables following in words of three syllables or

more. Primary stress is on the first stressed syllable of the word

and secondary stress occurs on alternate following syllables.

/ * ol i/ ' yesterday/tomorrow *

/o»li/ »2nd dual obj .

'

/'homo/ 'foot'

/ho*mo/ 'banana (type)*

/'sofo/ 'dog'

/so' fo/ ' soap'

/' tam^/ 'time/clock'

/ta'mi/ 'arrow (type)'

/"ubi'gi/ 'buttocks'

/e'bobo/ 'tree (type)'

/"uli'gibi/ 'head'

/o"sali'yo/ 'snake (type)*

2.3.2.3 Stress Perturbation Due to Affixation

Each Samo stem and affix has its own stress pattern. These

patterns are quite evident on non-verbal stems (see above) but are

more difficult to determine for verbs. The minimal form of the verb

is the imperative form. Thus, in multi-syllabic verb stems the basic

stress pattern is evident in the imperative form.

/so 'go/ 'plant I

'

/hu
'
ga/ ' come !

'

/"fifi'gi/ 'shake I

•

/ge'lofo/ 'cut!'

/ko'gabo/ 'sweep!

'
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In the case of mono-syllabic stems a difficulty arises. Because

it is impossible to utter a mono-syllable word without some stress,

in the imperative form all mono-syllabic verbs are stressed. However,

when combined with stressed affixes the original stem stress becomes

apparent since identical environments, except for stress, exist. When

a stressed stem plus stressed affix co-occur, a double stress pattern

exists and both the stem and the affix receive equal stress. When an

unstressed stem plus a stressed affix co-occur, the unstressed nature

of the stem becomes apparent by the unstressed-stressed pattern of the

resulting word.

/»ga + •la/ -^ /'ga'la/ *to gather food*

/ga + »la/ -^ /ga*la/ *to process sago*

/*ha + *la/ -*• /*ha*la/ *to smoke/dry meat'

/ha + 'la/ '^'-/ha'la/ 'to chop trees'

/'la + 'la/ - /'la'la/ 'to eat'

/l^ + 'la/ -^ /le'la/ 'to give'

The addition of obligatorily stressed or unstressed affixes may

perturb the stress pattern of previous affixes, or the stem, in order

to conform to the basic alternate stress pattern of the language.

Samo does not accept contiguous unstressed syllables, but two stressed

syllables may co-occur if perturbation is impossible, as in the case

of mono-syllabic stressed stem plus stressed affix.

'to father'

'at the house'

'belongs to the woman*

'did (he) go?'

'to plant'

'to dry meat

'

['ade]

father
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On verbal stems, the addition of the unstressed affix *-bo' (past),

causes an unstressed verb stem to become stressed, thereby neutralizing

the contrast between minimal pairs which is apparent when the affix

'-la' (infinitive) is added.

[ga] + ['la] -*" /ga*la/ *to process sago*

process inf.

sago

[ga] + [bo] -*" /'gabo/ 'processed sago'

process past
sago

['ga] + [Ua] - /'ga'la/ 'to gather food'

gather inf
food

['^^1 '' [bo] -^ /'gabo/ 'gathered food'
gather past
food

The addition of more affixes can perturb an unperturbed form,

but cannot further perturb an already perturbed form. If further

affixation causes two unstressed syllables to come together at the

end of a previously perturbed form, the affix will itself perturb to

conform to the alternate stress pattern of the language. However,

Samo rarely has more than 2 affixes on a particular morpheme. The

following two verbs exemplify these rules for stress perturbation:

[»la] + [lo] -> /'lalo/ 'eat and*
eat coor.

(A stressed stem plus unstressed affix gives a stressed-unstressed

pattern)

[le] + [lo] •> /'lelo/ 'give and'

(An unstressed stem plus an unstressed affix causes the stem to

become stressed, resulting in a stressed - unstressed pattern)

['lalo] + [do'ba] -^ / ' la'Uodo'ba/ 'having eaten'
eat -coor. participle

(The addition of a two syllable affix with an unstressed-stressed

pattern causes a preceding unstressed syllable to become stressed.)

['lelo] + [do'ba] ' /"lelo'doba/ 'having given'
give-coor. participle
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(The addition of a two syllable affix with unstressed-stressed

pattern should cause the previous unstressed syllable to become

stressed. However, since the stress has already been perturbed once,

it does not further perturb. Instead, the added affix adjusts its

own stress patteim to conform to the overall general pattern of

alternate syllable stress within the word.)

Stress, then, is contrastive at the word level and its placement

within the word may vary with the addition of affixes, both on verbs

and non-verbs. Primary stress occurs on the first stressed syllable

of a word except in forms which have undiergone stress perturbation.

In these forms it is the syllable which has received the perturbed

stress which manifests primary stress e.g. 'la-*'lo-do'ba; "le-lo-

•doba. This perturbation of stress is made most obvious in words

which have a final unstressed /o/ to which an unstressed affix is

added since the [g] allophone only occurs in syllables which receive

perturbed stress,

[*la"lado*ba] / *la'lodo'ba/ * having eaten*

[so 'babe] /so'bobe/ *the woman's*

See allophonic destribution statement (p. 107) for further

examples,

3. INTERPRETATION

3,1 The status of items which may be either consonant or vowel

There are two semi-vowels (continuants) /w/ and /y/ which may be

interpreted either as voiced pre-alveolar continuant and voiced

alveolar continuant, or as high back vowel and high front vowel,

respectively.

In this section we describe the ramifications of interpreting

these sounds as continuants. Such an interpretation is closely tied

to the problem of complex vowel sequences and syllable division of

words.
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Initially we wish to establish the fact that /w/ and /y/ do, in

fact, exist as continuants in the language. As proof we offer the

following:

[»ye] /^ye/ »3rd. sing, subj .

'

[sa'yi] /sa'yi/ 'withered*

[*uyo] /'uyo/ 'mother*

[o'yu] /o*yu/ 'tree (type)

*

['woli] /'woli/ 'tree (type)'

['nawi] /'lawi/ 'wallaby'

[ki'wo] /ki'wo/ 'tree (type)'

['dawa] /'dawo/ 'sago (type)*

The sounds in question do not appear in n transitional position in

these words and therefore could not be interpreted as vocoids in vowel

sequences. In these instances they must be given full phonemic status

as /w/ and /y/.

3.2 Syllables containing complex vowel sequences

Samo contains many complex vowel combinations which can be analysed

as two types of vowel sequences. One type is a combination of vowels

which form a close knit sequence (glide) which may be either rising or

falling. The other is a complex combination of vowels with nuclear

stress always on the second element. This nuclear stress, in turn,

strongly affects the phonetic quality of the first element in the

sequence.

3.2.1 Close knit sequences of vowels

There are six close knit sequences of vowels (glides) which may

occur within a syllable; ai, ae , au, oi, oe , and ou. Within the

context of words these act as a complex syllable nucleus which may be

falling ("N nuclear stress on the first element) or rising (-^nuclear

stress on the second element). Rhythmically, these act as a unit of

sound much as the single vowel phonemes (Pike 1947:236) and on the

oscilloscope receive the same timing.
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that of a single syllable.

3.2.2.1 Sequences involving /u/

In the first sub-type of complex vowel sequences [u], combines

with the^ following vowel to form a complex sequence of sound with

stress on the second element. In cases where a vowel precedes the

sequence it has its own vowel quality separate from the complex

sequence,

['bui] /»bui/

/»kufdo/

/»uala/

/•uola/

/d'uo/

•rotten wood*

'tired'

*to whoop'

'to be amazed'

'betrothed'

['kuedo]

['uala]

[•uonal

[d'uo]

In these sequences there is no transitional sound as from a high

back vowel to other vowels, so transitional /w/ could not be placed

between them. In fact, there is contrast at that point between /u/

and /w/. Not only is there contrast between phonemes, but the

timing is contrastive as well, resulting in multi-syllable sequences

as compared with single syllable sequences.

/o'up/ 'bethrothed*

/'owo/ 'older sister'

/»b4p/ 'sitP

/'suwo/ 'men's grass skirt'

3.2,2,2 Sequences involving a combination of /o/ with other vowels

In the second sub-type, vowel combinations with /o/ as the first

unstressed element occur only following consonants and result in the

preceding consonant having a labialized quality in rapid speech.
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[*doafi]

['g^do]

[ko'goai]

/•doafi/

/*hoahoa/

/»koa/

/•goodo/

/'hoode/

/ko'goai/

'new'

* mango •

'bone dagger'

'as big as'

'old man'

'pregnant*

In all these sequences^ the vowels combine to form a single complex

syllable with the nuclear stress always on the second element. When

speakers say these words slowly, the true phonetic quality of the

/o/ becomes apparent. The /o/ in each case acts almost as a

transitional vowel with very short timing, Because nuclear stress is

on the second element, and there is some transitional sound between

the two vowels, the resulting vocal sequence gives the preceding

consonant a labialized quality in rapid speech. Such vowel sequences

may never occur in syllable initial position but always in combination

with a preceding consonant, /o/ may further combine with a close

knit sequence to form a doubly complex vowel sequence. Thus it is

possible in the language to have a non-suspect sequence of three

vowels within a single syllable.

['koaimo] /'koaimo/ 'plenty'

[ko'goai] /ko'goai/ 'pregnant'

/o/ never occurs in combination with vowels except in the environments

described above.

3.2,2.3 Sequences involving a combination of /i/ with other vowels

A similar phenomenon exists in the third sub-type of complex

vowel sequences where /i/ combines with another vowel or vowel

sequence. In this environment /i/ acts as a transitional vowel

following a consonant and because some transitional sound occurs

between the vowels a complex sound similar to palatalization results.
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These sequences are not pronounced as glides plus a vocoid onset or

closure. When spoken slowly these words are clearly two syllables:

[a-yo] , [ta-yo] , [di-yau] , etc. Stress reversals in identical

environments also encourage interpretation as two syllable words

rather than complex three vowel sequences (none of these words fit

the complex vowel patterns previously discussed). Their timing on

the oscilloscope places them along with other multi-syllable words

in the language., Therefore, since no non-suspect sequences of three

vowels occur, and since these suspect sequences involve the

transitional sound of /w/ or /y/, we choose to interpret these as

phonemic sounds which serve to separate syllables. The above words

would appear phonemically as two syllable words.

/'ayo/
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io - [fi"olo»la] *to deny*

io - ['tio] *arrow (generic)*

io - [*hio] 'wild*

ea - ["ole»a] 'banana (type)*

ea - [fe»afo] 'little'

uo - [*kuo] *up stream*

uo - [h^'nuo] 'stinging nettles*

uo - [ ' duo ] ' drum

oa - [so'ali] *fish (type)'

o^ - [to^^ika] *shoe*

Since relatively few of the total number of possibilities occur,

and since transition sound is involved across all syllable boundaries,

we choose to interpret these sequences as two syllables with an emic

consonantal continuant between. Thus the only vowel sequences in the

language are those described as being within a single syllable with

various nuclear stress patterns which affect the vocoid quality of

the vowels involved. Across syllable boundaries, emic transitional

sound occurs and must be indicated in order to distinguish single

complex syllables from multi-syllable sequences.

[•toe]
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This interpretation of transitional sounds between syllables as

emic, and the recognition of two basic types of vocoid sequences

within a syllable, results in an internally consistent pattern

throughout the sound system of the Samo language. There are no

consonant clusters, and vowel sequences occur only within a syllable.

Within a syllable vowels may occur as a single unit, a close knit

vowel sequence or glide, a complex sequence, or a combination of the

latter two. In each case the length of time taken to pronounce the

syllable is approximately the same. Thus the more complex the vowel

sequence, the more rapidly it is spoken.

4 DISTRIBUTION

4.1 General distribution

In Samo the emic syllable is defined as a unit of stress placement.

It may consist of a single vowel nucleus, a close knit vowel sequence

with nuclear stress on either member, or a complex vowel sequence

with stress only on the second element of the unit. This vowel

nucleus may be preceded by an optional onset composed of a single

consonant. Samo syllables never have closure.

The following syllable patterns occur: V, VV, CV, CVV, and CWV.

Words are comprised of from; one to eight syllables with the

limitation that a V syllable only occurs initially.

4.1,1 Examples of how syllables form words

One syllabi
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Two syllable words

V.VV /o'uo/

V.CV /'abo/

V.CW /e'boi/

VV.CV /'oibo/

CV.CV /'wamo/

CW.CV /'kaibo/
CV.CVV /go»mau/

CV.CWV /ko'goai/

^betrothed'

* grandmother

'

'snake (type)

'

*fish (type)'

'secretly'

'fish (type)'

'tree (type)

'

* pregnant *

CWV.CV /'koaimo/ 'plenty'

Three syllable words

V. CV.CV /e'bobo/

V.CV.CW /o'soboi/

V. CW.CV /a'diomo/

CV. CV.CV /ko'lage/

CV.CVV. CV /ko'goabo/

CV.CV.CW

'tree (type)

'

'python'

'door/entrance'

'banana (type)

'

'spirit medium'

/"yolo»gau/ 'bird (type)'

These examples are typical of the combinations of syllables in words.

Few words are more than four syllables, but some affixed verbs can

extend to eight syllables.

4.2 Distribution of consonants

All consonants occur word initial. However in the corpus /I/

never occurs initially before /u/^ and /w/ does not occur initially

before /i/ or /u/. Otherwise all consonants occur initially before

all vowels.

All consonants also occur word medial with the restriction that

/t/ and /k/ tend to neutralize with their voiced counterparts as

described on pages 104 and 105. /w/ never occurs before /u/.

4.3 Distribution of vowels

All oral and nasal vowels occur initial, medial, and final and

may follow all consonants, except that /u/ may never follow /w/.
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Vowels may never double on themselves, i.e. there is no vowel length

in Same. Within complex sequences of vowels /o/ may only precede /a/

and /o/. /o/ and /i/ may co-occur in a complex vowel sequence with a

glide, however there are no examples in the corpus of /u/ doing so.

/o/ plus vowel and /i/ plus vowel only occur following a consonant,

never initially.
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